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I know what's about to blow your mind
Here's a ticket, girl you're about to have that ride
Tonight I'm driving this daisy
And I know that it sounds crazy
And I know it don't make sense will gather mine

Bridge:
Oh, and I'm not to have that bite,
Cause girl I know you're right
Exploring on your body, cause boo tonight you're mine!
From the booty to your legs, girl I wanna see you sway,
Girl is you and me tonight for fun, cause tonight you
fall

Chorus:
Under the sheets, sheet,
And we gonna freak, freak
You better bring your ass
And don't be on that bullshit!
Cause tonight I'll show you how my sex explodes
And a whole lot of knocking to walls
Cause you're my sex, oh, oh, yeah
Cause of my sex, yeah, yeah
We're breaking airports, yeah, yeah
And neighbors they call it to three in the morning!

We will take it to the kitchen, cook it up and fast
And I like the explosion you have in your blast!
We will take it to the sky, cause I heard they don't let
me go
So let's get it on ...

Bridge:
Oh, and I'm not to have that bite,
Cause girl I know you're right
Exploring on your body, cause boo tonight you're mine!
From the booty to your legs, girl I wanna see you sway,
Girl is you and me tonight for fun, cause tonight you
fall

Chorus:
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Under the sheets, sheet,
And we gonna freak, freak
You better bring your ass
And don't be on that bullshit!
Cause tonight I'll show you how my sex explodes
And a whole lot of knocking to walls
Cause you're my sex, oh, oh, yeah
Cause of my sex, yeah, yeah
We're breaking airports, yeah, yeah
And neighbors they call it to three in the morning!

We've been talking about this for the past four weeks
And I know that you can't wake up
Cause tonight we gonna take it real slow
Imagine .. your smile
That you wanted now, and you breathing hard,
Even though we ain't started yet
So let's hit upstairs to the bedroom
..if I go harder than any other night

Chorus:
Under the sheets, sheet,
And we gonna freak, freak
You better bring your ass
And don't be on that bullshit!
Cause tonight I'll show you how my sex explodes
And a whole lot of knocking to walls
Cause you're my sex, oh, oh, yeah
Cause of my sex, yeah, yeah
We're breaking airports, yeah, yeah
And neighbors they call it to three in the morning!
Hey, I like that, oh, oh, oh!
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